Sensitivity limits of an infrared heterodyne spectrometer for astrophysical applications.
The sensitivity of an ideal heterodyne spectrometer approaches the quantum detection limit provided the local oscillator power is sufficiently large and the shot noise dominates all other sources of noise. The postintegration minimum-detectable-number of photons/sec for an ideal heterodyne system is (B/tau)((1/2)), where B is the IF bandwidth, and tau is the integration time. For astronomical observations, however, a number of factors (Delta(i)) tend to degrade the sensitivity, a fact that becomes significant particularly when the laser power is insufficient. A discussion and an evaluation of the degradation in sensitivity are given for a heterodyne spectrometer employing a HgCdTe photodiode mixer and tunable diode lasers. The minimum detectable source brightness is considered as a function of the mixer parameters, transmission coefficient of the beam splitter, and local oscillator emission powers. The degradation in the minimum detectable line source brightness that results from the bandwidth being a fraction of the line width is evaluated and plotted as a function of the wavelength and bandwidth for various temperature to mass ratios. It is shown that the minimum achievable degradation [pi(i)(Delta(i))] in the sensitivity of a practical astronomical heterodyne spectrometer is ~30. Estimates of SNR's with which ir line emission from astronomical sources of interest may be detected are given.